Celebration of the Arts
ZYEP and ArtPlace America
October 15, 2015
Zuni Fair Grounds

Goals:
- Introduce the ArtPlace America CDI Initiative to the Zuni community
- Demonstrate the collaboration among ArtPlace, ZYEP, the Zuni Tribal Government, and local artists
- Begin the conversation about how to incorporate the richness of Zuni art and culture into our community development plans

Agenda:
1pm  Tribal Programs and arts vendors may set up tables
2pm –5 pm  Tribal Program activities and vendors. Tribal programs will be asked to highlight ways in which Zuni art and culture can be a core part of their work.
5:00 pm  Community meal served
5:30 pm  Zuni dance performance
5:50 pm  Welcome and introduction to the initiative – ZYEP
6:00 pm  Welcome and overview of Tribal support - Governor and Tribal Council
6:15 pm  Mission and collaboration – ArtPlace Staff
6:30 pm  Zuni dance performance

Ongoing:
- Local band playing live music
- Invitation for artists to propose ideas, register for future planning sessions
- Opportunities for input from the community